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PBIS
O 3 Be’s:
O Be safe
O Be respectful
O Be responsible
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PBIS Example
Be Safe

Be Respectful

Be
Responsible

At the
playground

Use
equipment as
designed

Use polite
words with
others

Stay in the
play area

At a friend’s
house

Follow house
rules

Say “please”
and “thank
you”

Keep your
belongings
together

At school

Keep hands
and feet to
yourself

Listen to
teachers and
other adults

Do your work
and turn it in
as directed
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Reminder Cards

Waiting at the Doctor’s Office
•
•
•

Tell the receptionist my name
Sit down
Read my book until my name
is called
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Homework Reminder Card

Ready – Do at School

•Write down your homework assignment in your notebook.
•Read over the assignment and ask your teacher to explain anything you don’t
understand.
•Put your assignment and any materials you might need (textbook, etc.) in your
homework folder in your backpack.

Set – Do at Home
•Get your assignment and your materials out of your backpack.
•Complete your assignment. If anything doesn’t make sense, ask someone for help.
•Put your completed assignment, with your name on it, in your homework folder in
your backpack.

Go – Do at School

•Get your assignment and your materials out of your backpack.
•Make sure your name is on your assignment and all the pieces are together.
•Turn in your completed assignment, with your name on it.
Wilkins & Burmeister, 2015
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Reminder Cards:
Discussion
O Share in your breakout room:
O At home, how can a reminder card be used to

cue your child to complete assigned chores or
homework?
O In the community, how can a reminder card
be used to remind your child to follow social
rules in particular environments (e.g., at a
medical office, during church services, at the
grocery store, in the shopping mall, on a
community playground, etc.?
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Reinforcement
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Reinforcement Systems:
Discussion
O Share in your breakout room:
O How using a reinforcement system

might be effective for your child.

O What type of system would you

implement?

O How would you share this strategy with

others?
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Home Activity:
Reinforcement Puzzle Card
O Choose one image to represent reinforcing

activity

O Cut image into 2 to 4 pieces
O Laminate each piece
O Laminate matching card
O Put hard back Velcro® on the pieces
O Put soft back Velcro® on the card
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Social Autopsy
O Structured, supportive, constructive strategy
O A process for interpretation
O Solution-oriented
O Student/adult actively participate
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Social Autopsy
What happened?
What was the social error?
Who did the social error affect or bother?
What should be done to correct the error?
What can be done next time?
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Cognitive Scripts
O Preventative approach for those who lack

situational awareness

O visual cue to engage in expected behaviors
O Useful at home, school, vocational, and

community settings
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Cognitive Scripts
On
Facebook

Be Kind

Be Respectful Be Safe

Think about how
others might feel.
Only post things
that are kind to
others.

Only post
things you
would want
your
_________
(mom, dad,
grandma, boss,
teacher, etc.) to
read.

Keep your personal
information
private.
Report to an adult
anything that
makes you feel
uncomfortable.

Wilkins, S., & Burmeister, C. (2015). FLIPP the Switch: Strengthen Executive Function Skills. © 2015, AAPC Publishing.
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Making a Presentation

•When called, go to the front of the room.
•Stand up straight, face forward.
•Have your hands at your sides or hold
notes in front.
•Look at the audience.
•Speak in a clear voice.

Listening to a Presentation

•Be quiet while the speaker is speaking.
•Look at the speaker.
•Ask questions that apply to the topic.
•If the speaker asks a question and you
know the answer, raise your hand and, if
called on, answer the question. Clap at the
end if others do.
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Cognitive Script Discussion
O Choose a topic:
O Asking someone to play
O Joining a group discussion
O Going to a job interview

O Have a discussion:
O What are the 3 to 5 items you would
include in your cognitive script?
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Cognitive Script
For a Job Interview
1. Greet your interviewer—make eye contact, say
hello, shake hands.
2. Listen attentively to questions and ask for
clarification if you don’t understand something.
3. Answer each question to the best of your
ability.
4. Be aware of any nervous habits you have and
try to monitor them.
5. Say “Thank you” at the end of your interview.

© Burmeister, C.; Wilkins, S.; Silva, R. 2020. FLIPP 2.0: Mastering Executive Function Skills from School to Adult Life for Students with Autism
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Related Resources at
flipptheswitch.org
O Blogs
O Resources
O Just Take it One
O Templates
Step at a Time
O Ready-Set-Go Homework
(cognitive script)
Reminder Card
O Token Reinforcement

Template

O Social Autopsy Card
O Discussion Cognitive

Script Template
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Next Week
 Learn how using first-then boards, video

modeling, a master binder system,
contingency mapping, and project mapping
can increase planning and organization
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